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BACKGROUND +
Biosphere Reserves (BR) are learning sites for sustainable development (SD). Upon the recommendation of national
governments, these sites are recognized by UNESCO as part of its Man and the Biosphere (MAB) program so as to promote
SD based on the combined efforts of local governments and the scientific world.
The MAB brings together a number of agendas – natural sciences, social sciences, economics and education – so as to
improve our living conditions and protect ecosystems. It particularly encourages innovative approaches to economic
development which respect social, cultural and ecological values. The BR’s global network consists of 690 sites in 120
countries.
These BRs, which include towns, villages and indigenous communities, aim to reconcile the conservation of natural and
cultural diversity and to promote economic and social development. BRs are therefore considered:
+   Sites of excellence, where new practices are tested and developed for better management of natural resources and
human activities;
+   Tools to assist countries in implementing the World Summit on Sustainable Development’s recommendations and,
in particular, those from the Convention on Biological Diversity and Ecosystem Approach;
+   Learning Sites for the United Nations Decade of Education for Sustainable Development.
Seeing as they share common characteristics and stakes, the Nordic countries’ BRs formed a thematic network called
NordMAB, aiming to strengthen cooperation amongst them on the three following objectives:
1.   Strengthen the feeling of belonging in the North
2.   Foster collaboration with the private sector in order to become more sustainable
3.   Use traditional knowledge and research in the management of BRs
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OBJECTIVES +
The aim of the project was to provide a two youth from the Manicouagan region with a transformative experience and put
them in touch with other youth from around the world, especially the Nordic regions, as part of a stimulating learning process
focused on field experience.
Furthermore, NordMAB’s Action Plan aims to foster a sense of belonging in the North. The Arctic is a part of the Quebecois
and Canadian reality, one which we cannot easily explore. The North, by virtue of its characteristics, connects youth with the
world in a profound way and encourages them to understand the complexity of our challenges and opportunities. It is the
front line of environmental, cultural, political, social and economic change.
About Students on Ice (SOI)
For the past 16 years, the organization has been deeply committed to educating youth about polar conservation, science,
sustainable development, art, culture, politics, environment and general knowledge pertaining to the Polar Regions. An
internationally recognized ambassador in polar education, SOI offers a unique opportunity to accomplish the following
objectives.
“ Our objective is to provide students from the NordMAB network with a transformative experience in one of
the most fascinating, wild and grandiose places on Earth. We believe the polar regions to be the best
classrooms in the world and powerful platforms for the teaching of history, culture and science, as well as
political, social and environmental challenges. ”

SELECTION PROCESS +
The RMBMU carried out a call for applications via the media and schools in order to recruit two youths from the community,
based on the following criteria:
+   The student must have a good knowledge of English;
+   The student must be enrolled in a secondary or post-secondary institution (or be homeschooled) at the time of
application;
+   Secondary students must be between the ages of
15 and 23 at the time of application;
+   The student must show an interest in issues related
to the Polar Regions and must understand that the
program is an educational expedition, not a holiday
camp. All students must commit to participate fully
in all aspects of the program and in research
activities before and during the expedition.
Subsequently, a dozen candidates were interviewed
bilingually and the RMBMU tried to select the best candidates,
preferably a boy and a girl, Innu and Quebecois. In the end,
Alexis Rousseau, a 16-year-old student at Serge-Bouchard
Secondary School in Baie-Comeau, and Eve Martin-Riverin, a 20-year-old Innu from Pessamit, were chosen.
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JOURNEY +
By sailing to the remote wilderness of the Arctic region, the goal was to create transformative experiences with a diverse and
exciting itinerary. Below is a map indicating the expedition’s route. A full itinerary, with details, summaries, photographs,
videos and journals can be found on the SOI website.
The expedition began in Ottawa, Ontario where students and staff met for the pre-expedition educational programming before
flying to Iqaluit, Nunavut, Canada. Our expedition ship, the Ocean Endeavour, set sail on July 23rd, exploring the communities,
coasts, fiords, bays and islands of the Canadian Arctic before crossing the Davis Strait to explore the western coast of
Greenland.
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Some Highlights…
Each Students on Ice expedition is unique. While the students and staff that joined the expedition brought their own
perspectives and interests, they also experienced their own highlights. Below are some of the moments the 2016 team can’t
stop talking about!
Canada

•  
•  
•  
•  
•  

Sighting Polar bears
Participating in numerous shore-landing workshops including glaciology, botany, oceanography, Inuit sewing and art,
history and more
Paddling traditional qajaqs (kayaks) in Eclipse Channel, in Nunatsiavut, Labrador
Visiting the Torngat Mountains National Park, learning about its history and hiking through areas of the park
Visiting the abandoned village of Hebron, Labrador, learning about its history. This visit mirrored an event hosted by
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ITK, launching its National Suicide Prevention Strategy
Listening to the stories of Inuit Elders on the expedition

•  

Greenland

•  
•  
•  
•  
•  
•  

Taking a “Polar dip” and seeing an iceberg calve in Evighedsfiord
Sighting humpback whales, seals and other wildlife from the ship and zodiacs
Berry picking in Tasiusaq Bay
Zodiac cruises in Illulisat’s Icefjord
Crossing the Arctic Circle
Being greeted by a local musical quartet in the town of Qeqertarsuaq
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EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMING +
The 2016 Arctic Expedition brought together an international team of scientists, artists, innovators, educators, explorers,
historians, writers, elders, polar experts and, of course, students. The program wove together elements of experiential,
expeditionary, inquiry-based and place-based learning.
Starting with a very ‘hands-on’ approach, SOI’s education program encouraged students to actively participate and develop
critical thinking skills. The expedition became a personal learning journey that included general knowledge building as well as
the development of a relational understanding of the issues, opportunities and challenges presently facing the Polar Regions.
In addition, the education program emphasized the importance of personal reflection on how each student might transfer
their unique leaning experience into his/her daily life post- expedition.
The education program included five central and interconnected pillars: 1) Sustainability, 2) Change, 3) Creativity and
Innovation, 4) Indigenous Ways of Knowing and 5) The Youth Effect.
These pillars were explored with students throughout the expedition in a variety of educational formats including
presentations, Arctic Hour panel discussions, workshops, research projects, hands-on activities and small group seminars. By
offering such a wide range of educational outlets, SOI provided all types of learners the opportunity to engage, reflect and
translate their experiences to their own lives, ambitions and aspirations.
Throughout the journey, students connected to the natural world, developed an understanding and respect for the planet,
explored solutions to our most pressing challenges and inspired each other to take positive action!

OUTCOMES +
Skills Development

“ Whether because of many inspirational people I
The experience as a whole has enabled youth to understand
have met or because of the breathtaking scenery, the
the dynamics of climate change, traditional knowledge,
expedition brought together all the winning
conditions
to develop a strong connection to the
scientific research, etc. through on-site workshops, mentoring,
land
and
deeply
understand the northern issues. ”
reflections via art and more. They were put in contact with
- Eve Martin-Riverin
more than 80 specialists in fields ranging from science
(biology, climatology, oceanography, geology, geography,
astronomy, etc.) to technology (handling flying drones and submarines, film equipment, GIS tracking, ice and weather
modeling systems), art (written, visual, spoken, cultural, traditional kayak making, etc.) to adventure (logistics and mountains,
polar, submarine abysses, desert, etc. expedition tales), including entrepreneurship (business start-up, management,
leadership). The youth also had the opportunity to visit a number of communities in Greenland and the Canadian Arctic.
In addition to the expedition itself, the two youth selected by the RMBMU acquired the experience of being interviewed, of
attending meetings with partners and of keeping a blog.
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Strengthening Sense of Belonging and the Ambassadorial Role
The project achieved its objectives in that both youth
“ The Arctic made me realize how small we are
recruits return with a cultural and scientific background
compared to these huge icebergs and glaciers, but also
which enables them to act as ambassadors in relation to
that the scope of our actions on the Earth is huge. ”
climate change. A series of conferences in the region has
been organized for the coming months so that they can
-Alexis Rousseau
share their experiences and educate the community about
what is happening in real time in the Arctic. Their testimony demonstrates that they return with a better understanding of
climate change and a stronger sense of belonging to the North.

Community of Youth “Leaders”
In addition to previously mentioned consequences, this project will develop its full potential if it continues over time.
Confident in the success of its first two years of partnership with Students on Ice, the RMBMU has begun researching ways to
finance the opportunity for two other youths to participate in the 2017 Students on Ice expedition. Meanwhile, the Biosphere
Reserves involved in NordMAB are working to create a synergy between the youth from territories recognized within the Man
and the Biosphere (MAB) program and UNESCO. In the medium term, the project will facilitate training of a new generation of
youth leaders, thus inspiring other youths to seize opportunities of international mobility and skills development.

VISIBILITY +
Summary of different channels of visibility offered to the Nordic Council of Ministers:
+   Article with Norden’s logo on the RMBMU’s website: http://rmbmu.com/soi?lang=fr
+   Press release mentioning Norden – May 13 : http://rmbmu.com/spip.php?page=pdfjs&id_document=484
+   Press release mentioning Norden – August 15: http://rmbmu.com/une-experience-memorable-pour
+   Norden’s logo in the partners section of the website: http://rmbmu.com/partenaires
+   Mention of Norden on Facebook
+   Norden’s logo on the NordMAB on Ice blog: http://www.nordmab-on-ice.com/#!apropos/cjg9
+   Norden’s logo on the NordMAB site: http://www.nordmab.com/#!partners/cwvr
+   Norden’s logo on the Students on Ice site: http://studentsonice.com/about-us/partners/
+   Norden mentioned on the application form for the expedition
+   A 4-minutes video is on its way on which Norden’s logo will appear
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